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VASE DynaBass 1k Classic Bass Head Amplifier

Mayones Be4
Exotic bass
RRP: $2899
URL: www.ubersonic.com.au

The Be4 Exotic bass features
a beautiful profiled Amazakoe
body combined with a
five-ply Mahogany/Maple bolt-on
neck and Rosewood fretboard
in 34.35” (870mm) scale.
Equipped with Bartolini pickups,
three band Mayo pre-amp
plus world class WSC, Schaller
and Switchcraft hardware,
this instrument is supplied in
superb natural wood oil finish
with a free deluxe gig bag for
protection. The 24-fret neck
has no front markers, which is a
signature Mayones style, while
side dots are provided for player
navigation. Available in four
and five string variants, either
fretted or fretless, the Be Exotic
bass series offers something
for everyone!

RRP: $1695, with flight case URL: www.vase.com.au

In the world of lightweight, high-powered bass guitar amplification, the Australianmade DynaBass really shines. Weighing in at a mere 10.5kg and pushing out an
astonishing 1000watts of pure enhanced D Class power means you can rock it anywhere
from a small venue to a large stadium gig. The low noise preamp and five bands of
precision-tuned equalisation allow you to shape your tone to suit any style of music
you are playing. To complete the package you have input muting, pre/post balanced
DI output with earth lifting, effect send and return and tuner output. Since its release,
a swag of prominent bass players have chosen the DynaBass and embraced it as their
preferred source of power and tone. Available in your choice of True Blue, Full Cream,
Black Stump or Great White vinyl or for the touring bass player, our hard wearing Black
Acousticoate finish with a flight case, there really is no reason not to be rocking through
this Australian-made amp.

TC-Helicon
VoiceSolo FX150
RRP: TBA
URL: www.ambertech.com.au

With the new VoiceSolo FX150,
TC-Helicon has created a multipurpose solution to the two most
common problems for musicians:
how to hear yourself properly on
stage and how to always meet
your personal performance
needs. Featuring a custom designed 6.5” two-way coaxial driver, the VoiceSolo FX150
delivers exceptional musical clarity and premium full range punch. VOCAL TONE – a
new feature of the VoiceSolo FX150 – is a proprietary technology from TC-Helicon. It
automatically adapts to the singer’s voice and adds EQ, compression, de-essing and
gating to the vocals for a tight, professional sound. Also ideal for guitarists and other
instrumentalists, the FX150 provides the Full Range Flat Response (FRFR) system to
faithfully deliver deep bass punch and maintain instrument tone. Independent reverbs
can be assigned to the second input and one-button EDIT easily controls all levels and
parameters of a personal mix. The unique Friction Grip mic-stand mounting system
and extensive I/O options and true stage monitor pass-thru make the VoiceSolo FX150
a powerful and flexible system for any situation from home rehearsing to pro-stage.
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Music Man John Petrucci
13th Anniversary BFR
7-String Guitar
RRP: $5050 URL: www.cmcmusic.com.au

The Music Man JP13 John Petrucci 6-String
Electric Guitar is the latest update to an
already great guitar. It benefits from some
key improvements including a preamp
circuit and a solo boost, and is now
available in a 7-string version for the
drop tuners amongst us. Dual DiMarzio
Custom Wound JP13 Pickups and a Piezo
bridge pickup provide an expanded range
of tones, while the humbuckers are wired
to a three-way switch and push/push
coil tap via the Tone knob. The Volume
knob is also push/push to activate the
gain boost, which has its own trim
pot, and a separate Piezo volume
control with pots for Mix, Bass and
Treble lets you dial in just the right
amount of acoustic sounds. The
JP13 has a sleek basswood body
with a maple top and mahogany
tone block and the bolt-on
mahogany neck is ultrafast with
a rosewood fingerboard and 17” neck
radius. It has 24 medium jumbo
stainless steel frets and JP13 inlays,
with Schaller tuners and a Custom
John Petrucci Music Man Piezo
floating tremolo. The JP13 marks
the first time a preamp circuit
has been introduced in this guitar
along with a solo boost conveniently
accessed from the volume knob.

